THE SINGING TELEGRAM
Happy almost New Year! Well, New Year from the perspective of
LOON’s season, at any rate! As we close out this season with the
fun and shimmer of our Summer Sparkler, we reflect back on the
year while we also look forward to the season to come.
Thanks to all who made Don
Giovanni such a success!

Host families, yard sign posters,
volunteer painters, stitchers,
poster-hangers, ushers, and donors
are a part of the success of any
production, right along with the
singers, designers, orchestra, and
tech crew. Thanks to ALL for bringing
this imaginative and engaging production to the stage!
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IT’S THE ROOKIE HUDDLE!
What The Fach?!

What if we told you that SOPRANO, ALTO, TENOR, BASS
is just the beginning of the types of voices wandering this
planet. There are SO MANY VOICES! In this installation of
the Rookie Huddle we’ll talk about how opera singers – and
the people who hire them – rely on a system of
classification called Fach, which breaks those categories into
many more specific parts.
The German word Fach (pl. Fächer) is defined by Oxford Dictionary this way: A line of work or business; an area or domain of
activity or expertise; métier.
Why Does Fach Matter?
The Fach system is particularly helpful for two things. It
helps young singers decide what repertoire to learn and how
to market themselves. And, on the flip side, it helps
companies make appropriate casting choices, so roles aren’t

offered to a singer who can’t/shouldn’t sing a certain role.
Let’s break that down a little more!
Character
Opera is all about telling stories. Sets, costumes, and lights
give us information about time and place. The narrative
and emotional details of the story are found in the music
as interpreted by the orchestra and singers. The singers are
transformed with wigs, makeup, and costumes, but their
characters are really found in the voice.
Does a big booming bass sound like a young boy?
Of course not. And neither does an adult soprano. The color
isn’t right. A mezzo-soprano comes closest to the young
boy, and so she is cast as Hansel, and Cherubino, and all the
other many “pants roles” in opera. A mezzo-soprano has the
maturity and stamina to sing the full opera (which children
do not, no matter what TV talent shows try to tell you!), and
thus opera is full of roles written for mezzo-sopranos to play
young boys. ...continued inside...

What the Fach? Continued...
The lighter and higher the voice, the more youthful it sounds.
Voices that are able to sing high and fast -- the lighter sopranos
and tenors -- sing the roles of the young lovers, or the younger
siblings, the princesses and princes, the maids, and the fairies.
With their rich, mature colors, mezzo-sopranos and
baritones seem to have a lock on the roles of Queens and Kings,
mothers and fathers. (Unless we’re talking about the Queen of
the Night! She’s a Dramatic Coloratura Soprano!)

Vocal Health

Imagine a young, lyric coloratura soprano who wanted
to sing Aida’s glorious aria, “O Patria Mia”? She’s probably able
to sing all the notes quite beautifully – in a practice room with a
pianist. But if she were to sing the whole role, trying to be heard
in an auditorium that seats one or two thousand people, and
then had to do it again and again, she might have some trouble.
Verdi’s score is full of lots of heavy instrumentation (think low
brass and lots of low strings, too). She wouldn’t represent this
mighty princess very well, as she would often be covered up by
the orchestra. And worse yet, she might damage her voice, which
was meant to sing light, high roles! Singing an entire
opera role means navigating through long passages that are sung
with other voices, and of course, singing with the
orchestra. The Fach system takes into account how a role is
scored in the orchestra. Lighter voices sing with lighter orchestration - think flutes and violins - except for a few moments
throughout the course of the opera.
Now, almost all opera singers have big ranges - they
can sing pretty high and pretty low. Fach is more determined by
what part of the vocal register a voice wants to spend the
most time in, and the timbre of that voice. Many sopranos can
sing a high E, but not all of them want to visit that note regularly

Only the lyric coloraturas and the dramatic coloraturas want to
spend any time there. Similarly, some voices are agile and light.
They can pop all over the place with ease. Other voices shine
when they get to sing longer, sustained phrases that build and
build over time, riding on top of a wave of big orchestration.
When a singer is singing the appropriate repertoire, it
just feels like it fits. The highest and lowest notes they sing are
well within their comfortable range, and the preponderance of
the notes they sing during the role are right where they like to
be, so they don’t have to push much at all to be heard through
the orchestra.
To illustrate, here is a list of how Fächer break down for the soprano voice,
and an example or two of parts that Fach may sing:
Soubrette - light, young sounding, strong in the middle range, doesn’t sing
particularly high. e.g. Susanne (Marriage of Figaro), Zerlina (Don Giovanni)
Lyric Coloratura - like Soubrette, but with more extension into the upper
range, light with a high voice that can move fast. e.g. Norina (Don Pasquale),
Gilda (Rigoletto)
Lyric Soprano - this is like base camp for sopranos. Many roles are written
for this voice type. Even and lovely from middle C to high C, these voices
can both move and sustain lyric notes perfect for death scenes and love
duets. e.g. Micaela (Carmen), Mimi (La Bohème), Pamina (Magic Flute)
Dramatic Coluratura - fast high notes, but with more steel to the voice.
The ladies need to sound imposing. e.g. Queen of the Night (Magic Flute),
Norma (Norma)
Spinto - more strength and weight than the previous Fächer. These voices
must have agility paired with the ability to sing over heavier orchestration.
e.g. Butterfly (Madama Butterfly) Donna Elvira (Don Giovanni)
Dramatic Soprano - able to sing powerfully over large orchestras. e.g. Aida
(Aida), Leonore (Fidelio)
Wagnerian Sopranos - can you sing for 6 hours straight over a large
orchestra? You’re hired! e.g. Brunnhilde (The Ring of the Nibelung), Salome
(Salome)

It’s...complicated

Lyric Opera of the North’s 2018-19 season explores the complicated nature of love and relationships. The season begins with a
birthday toast as we share in the worldwide celebration of
Leonard Bernstein’s birthday centennial!
The evening opens with Bernstein’s, Trouble in Tahiti. The
American composer-conductor-educator wrote this chamber
opera between his big Broadway successes -- On the Town (1944),
West Side Story (1956), and Candide (1957). Trouble in Tahiti gives
us a glimpse into American Suburbia. It centers on Sam and Dinah, a married couple who appear to have an idyllic life.
Underneath that sheen, however, they are deeply unhappy.
After intermission, we’ll visit another couple in Filthy Habit, a new
work by Matthew Boresi and Peter Hilliard, the duo behind the
evocative, Blue Viola. In this opera, brilliantly written specfically to
pair with Trouble in Tahiti, Gil wonders if his wife Susan is having
an affair. She is keeping a secret, but not the one he thinks!
Each hour-long opera features back-up trio which serves as the
Greek Chorus -- singing in three-part harmony, of course!

Stay tuned for information about a post-show chat with the
composer and librettist of Filthy Habit. You’ll remember Peter
Hilliard and Matt Boresi from their last visit to Duluth when
they answered all your questions about their opera, Blue Viola!

Marni Raab

Marni Raab, who was the star of LOON’s very first Red,
White & LOON concert (now the Summer Sparkler) returns
to make her LOON directorial debut.
Performances are at Clyde Iron Works. 4:00 p.m. Sunday,
October 28, 7:00 p.m. October 29 & 30.
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LOOK HOW FAR
WE’VE COME!
A lot has changed over the last 12 years and it doesn’t seem to be slowing
down. We’ve grown from a single opera production every June, to having
two main stage productions and a bunch of other events every year!
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Saddle up, pardners! Little LOON is fixin’
to hit the dusty trail!
The fourth of season of Little Opera of the North’s
elementary school tour is about to begin!
This year’s opera is another masterful adaptation
from our friends at Opera for the Young, who
have set Donizetti’s comic masterpiece,
Elixir of Love, in the old west.

16 students from each school will appear as the Townsfolk of
Lonesome Gulch (aka the opera chorus), joining LOON’s professional cast to perform for the rest of the school, right in their
own gym.
Tour dates for the coming year are October 8 – 12 and
again February 4 – 15. For more information or to book
a performance at your elementary school, call LOON at
218.464.0922 or email us at info@loonopera.org.

Jimmy Reno has got it BAD for Miss Addy. But when
Sergeant Bill Corey comes to town, it looks like she
might fall for HIM instead! Jimmy turns to snake-oil
sales-lady Dr. Dulcamara for help. She has just the
thing – a magical elixir that brings true love to the
person who drinks it! Suddenly, Jimmy has the
confidence to tell Miss Addy how he feels –
and sure enough, she’s been interested all along!
(Spoiler alert: That magical elixir? it’s only root beer!!)

Lucky us! The full, grown-up, version of
Elixir of Love will be LOON’s full stage June
production for this upcoming season! Get
ready to fall in love.
Erin Persick holds students
spellbound as Rusalka in Little
LOON’s 2017 production.
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Keep LOON Singing!
Gifts in any amount are always welcome
and are critical for supporting Lyric Opera
of the North’s work.
But, we do also have some nifty giving
levels that will get you membership in our
Encore Club.
Level 1: Composer
$1,000/year
- Name listed in mainstage production
season programs
- Invited to first sing-through
- Invited to season announcement party

Level 2: Diva
$2,500/year
- All the level 1 member benefits, plus
- Invited to VIP cocktail party
- Sneak Peek Access for one opera each season. Sneak peek access includes:
- Pre-performance backstage tour
- Access to the intermission champagne
lounge, including a visit from a performer or
musician.
Level 3: Maestro
$5,000/year
- All the level 2 member benefits, plus
-Sneak Peek Access for each production.

For details or for information on corporate giving contact info@loonopera.org

Do you like to sing? Do you like to sing in Italian?
Can you move and sing at the same time??
We’d like to hear you!
The Elixir of Love is filled with gorgeous music for
chorus. LOON needs to fill a few spots in each section -- maybe one of those spots will be just right for
you!
Auditions will be held Tuesday, November 13 in
Duluth. Contact Elixir of Love Chorus Master,
Ben Ellison, at benellison02@gmail.com to
reserve your audition time and for more details!

Just look at this chorus in LOON’s 2014
production of Don Pasquale!

